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Web 1.0: The read-only 
web

Web 3 – Evolution of Internet

Web 2.0: The participative 
social web

Web 3.0: The read, write, 
and execute web

The first version of the Web 
consisted of a few people creating 
web pages and content and web 
pages for a large group of readers. 

Web 2.0 describes the current state 
of the internet, which has more 
user-generated content and 
usability for end-users compared 
to its earlier incarnation, Web 1.0.

Web3 is built on a foundation of the 
ideas of decentralization, 
openness, and user utility. It allows 
computers to interpret information 
like humans via AI and ML.



Web 1:
The Information Economy

1990 - Read

Web 2:
The Platform Economy

2000 – Read + Write

Web 3:
The Ownership Economy

2010 – Read + Write + Execute



• Web3 is envisioned as returning data ownership to 
end-users via decentralization. 

• The ambition of Web3 is to construct new web protocols 
and infrastructure that should enable developers to 
build applications where users bring their own data and 
identity is no longer bound to any one platform.

• A decentralised web is based on a peer-to-peer network 
that is built on a user community. Instead of a group of 
powerful servers, this group's own internet-connected 
nodes would host websites or apps. Each website or 
programme is dispersed among hundreds of nodes on 
various devices.

Decentralization



What is Blockchain?

• Block + chain: A block is a set of transactions 
that happen over the network. The chain is 
where blocks are linked to each other in a 
way that the next block contains hash of the 
previous one.

• Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology 
that enables digital assets to be transacted 
and traded in near real time. The record it 
keeps is permanent and irreversible.



Someone requests a 
transaction

The requested transaction is 
broadcast to a (P2P) 
network consisting of 
computers, known as nodes.

The network of nodes validates 
the transaction and user's status 
using known algorithms. 

The transaction is 
complete.

The new block is then added to the 
existing Blockchain, in a way that is 

permanent and unalterable.

Once verified, the transaction is combined 
with other transactions to create a new 

block of data for the ledger. 

Validation A verified transaction can 
involve cryptocurrency, 
contracts, records, or 
other information  

How Blockchain Works



Gartner Blockchain Spectrum
Predicts Maturity Around 2025



Blockchain Trends - From 
Promises To Reality55%

of CIOs consider  
Blockchain as 
their #1 priority

83% of respondents 
indicated their 
companies will lose 
competitive 
advantage if they 
don’t adopt 
Blockchain

55%

39%

82%

85%

56.1%

The Value Chain

Strategic Priority

Blockchain in

Blockchain in 
Production

Building 
Blockchain Teams

Teams

Blockchain Investment
CAGR (2019-27)



Key Constructs of Blockchain Technology

Distributed Shared Ledger

A chronological record of 
transactions in a distributed 
ledger (book-of-records) shared 
across a business network

Smart Contracts

Business logic (rules) 
embedded in ledger that can 
be triggered when certain 
conditions are met 

Network Consensus

All participants agree to a network 
verified transaction by consensus

Security

Asymmetric Cryptography is a 
central feature, transactions 
are secure, authenticated & 
verifiable

Transaction stored in 
the Distributed 

Ledger

Secured 
Transactions

Transactions are 
broadcasted through 

the network and 
travel from one node 

to another

Peer to Peer 
Network



Key Concepts



Public/Shared Ledger

• A cryptocurrency public ledger is a 
record-keeping system

• The ledger maintains participants’ identities 
anonymously, their respective 
cryptocurrency balances, and a record of all 
the genuine transactions executed between 
network participants.

• Scaling and security concerns are one 
challenge for cryptocurrency public ledgers 
and transactions. 



Secure (Hashes & Block Hashes)

• A hash is a function that meets the 
encrypted demands needed to solve for a 
blockchain computation.

• Hashes are of a fixed length since it makes it 
nearly impossible to guess the length of the 
hash if someone was trying to crack the 
blockchain.

• The same data will always produce the same 
hashed value.

• A hash, like a nonce or a solution, is the 
backbone of the blockchain network.

• A hash is developed based on the 
information present in the block header.



5

Public Blockchain Permissioned Blockchain

A public blockchain is a permissionless blockchain. 
Anyone may join the blockchain network and read, 
publish, and participate in the public blocks. Public 
blockchains are decentralized (no one controls the 

network) and safe (data cannot be altered once 
verified).

Benefits of Public blockchain

A private blockchain, on the other hand, is one that has 
been authorized. Authorized networks limit who may 
use the network and what transactions they can do.

Benefits of Permissioned blockchain
Open Read and Write: Anyone can participate

The ledger is distributed

Immutable

When something is written to the block, it cannot be changed

Secure, due to mining (51% rule)

Enterprise controls resources and access to the blockchain

Faster transactions

Better scalability

Compliance support

More Efficient Consensus



Distributed & P2P Technology

• As a distributed ledger technology, 
blockchain records transactions as an 
immutable timestamped digital block that 
indicates senders and receivers.

• No centralized authority manages the 
blockchain networks and only the 
participants can validate transactions 
among each other. 

• The technology allows people and 
institutions to trust the output without 
trusting the participants. 

Client A

Client BClient D

Client C

Node A

Node BNode E

Node D Node C



Digital Tokens

• Crypto tokens are a type of cryptocurrency 
that represents an asset or specific use and 
reside on their own blockchain.

• Tokens can be used for investment purposes, 
to store value, or to make purchases.

• Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies used 
to facilitate transactions (making and 
receiving payments) along the blockchain.

• Altcoins and crypto tokens are types of 
cryptocurrencies with different functions.

• Created through an initial coin offering, 
crypto tokens are often used to raise funds 
for crowd sales.

Traceability

Fungible Non-Fungible

Physical

Digital



Smart Contracts

• Smart contracts are self-executing lines of 
code with the terms of an agreement 
between buyer and seller automatically 
verified and executed via a computer 
network.

• Nick Szabo, an American computer scientist 
who invented a virtual currency called "Bit 
Gold" in 1998, defined smart contracts as 
computerized transaction protocols that 
execute terms of a contract.

• Smart contracts deployed to blockchains 
render transactions traceable, transparent, 
and irreversible.



Mining

• By mining, you can earn cryptocurrency 
without having to put down money for it.

• Bitcoin miners receive bitcoin as a reward for 
completing "blocks" of verified transactions, 
which are added to the blockchain.

• Mining rewards are paid to the miner who 
discovers a solution to a complex hashing 
puzzle first, and the probability that a 
participant will be the one to discover the 
solution is related to the portion of the 
network's total mining power.

• You need either a graphics processing unit 
(GPU) or an application-specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC) in order to set up a mining rig.



How we doEnables trust between participants who don’t know 
each other.

Trust

Why Blockchain?

Creates an unalterable record of transactions with 
end-to-end encryption which reduces fraud and 
unauthorized activity.

Improved Security

Enables real-time data sharing among businesses 
like suppliers and distributors while reducing points 
of weakness.

Decentralized Structure

Creates efficiencies by reducing manual tasks such 
as aggregating and amending data and by easing 
reporting and auditing.

Reduced Cost



How we doEliminates intermediaries so transactions are 
handled faster than conventional methods.

Speed

Why Blockchain?

Ensures transactions can’t be changed or deleted.

Immutability

Tracks the origins of a variety of items such as 
medicines, to confirm they are legitimate instead of 
counterfeit and organic items to confirm they are 
indeed organic.

Visibility & Traceability

Gives entities the ability to decide what digital data 
they want to share with whom and for how long, with 
limits enforced by smart contracts. 

Individual Control of Data



How we doConverts value of an asset into a digital token 
recorded and shared via blockchain. Non-fungible 
tokens are used to sell digital arts.

Tokenization

Why Blockchain?

Leaders across multiple industries are exploring and 
implementing blockchain based systems to solve 
intractable problems and improve long-standing 
cumbersome practices such as verifying the info on 
a job resume.  

Innovation



Blockchain technology is undoubtedly here to stay and will 
change the face of business as we know it in the next few years. 
So what can your business do today to prepare for widespread 
adoption?

• Evaluate your technology and processes to determine where 
information crosses trust boundaries and your business could 
benefit from blockchain.

• Identify how the technology can help your customers.

• Learn more about blockchain.

• Get help. Remember, you don’t have to develop a solution 
in-house to take advantage of this opportunity. (Zeeve can 
help).

How to approach Blockchain?



Blockchain Use Cases
Blockchain Use Cases in Banking & Finance

Blockchain provides a way to 
securely and efficiently create a 

tamper-proof log of sensitive 
activity. This makes it excellent 
for international payments and 

money transfers.

International Payments

Blockchain-based systems also 
have the potential to improve 
capital markets. A McKinsey 
report identifies benefits that 

blockchain solutions offer capital 
markets, including faster clearing 

and settlement, consolidated 
audit trail

And operational improvements

Capital Markets

Historic methods of trade 
financing have been a major 

pain point for businesses 
because the slow processes 
often interrupt business and 

make liquidity hard to manage. 
Blockchain has the ability to 

streamline trade finance deals 
and simplify the process across 

borders.

Trade Finance

The extremely secure nature of 
blockchain makes it rather 
useful for accounting and 

auditing because it significantly 
decreases the possibility of 

human error and ensures the 
integrity of the records.

Regulatory Compliance  
and Audit

Through smart contracts, 
customers and insurers can 

manage claims in a 
transparent and secure 

manner.

Insurance



Blockchain Use Cases
Blockchain Use Cases in Business

Blockchain’s immutable ledger 
makes it well suited to tasks such 
as real-time tracking of goods as 

they move and change hands 
throughout the supply chain.

Supply Chain Management

Health data that’s suitable for 
blockchain includes general 

information like age, gender, and 
potentially basic medical history 
data like immunization history or 

vital signs.

Healthcare

Blockchain can expedite home 
sales by quickly verifying 

finances, reduce fraud thanks to 
its encryption, and offer 

transparency throughout the 
entire selling and purchasing 

process.

Real Estate

Media companies can adopt 
blockchain technology to 

eliminate fraud, reduce costs, 
and even protect Intellectual 

Property (IP) rights of content – 
like music records.

Media

Blockchain can be used to 
execute energy supply 

transactions, but also to further 
provide the basis for metering, 
billing, and clearing processes.

Energy



Blockchain Use Cases
Blockchain Use Cases in Government

National, state, and local 
governments are responsible for 
maintaining individuals’ records 
such as birth and death dates, 

marital status, or property 
transfers.

Record Management

With enough information on the 
blockchain, people would only 

need to provide the bare 
minimum (date of birth, for 

example) to prove their identities.

Identity Management

Blockchain technology has the 
ability to make the voting 

process more easily accessible 
while improving security.

Voting

Blockchain tech could make the 
cumbersome process of filing 

taxes, which is prone to human 
error, much more efficient with 
enough information stored on 

the blockchain.

Taxes

Blockchain could solve the 
anti-trust problems charities 

are increasingly facing through 
greater transparency; the 

technology has the ability to 
show donors that NPOs are in 

fact using their money as 
intended.

Non-Profit Agencies

Blockchain can make record 
updates available to regulators 
and businesses in real time, in 
turn reducing time lags and 

allowing red flags and 
inconsistencies to be spotted 

sooner.

Compliance/Regulatory 
Oversight



Case Studies

Academia Insurance Trade Finance

Supply Chain Healthcare P2P TradingP2P Power 
Trading



Case Study - Academia 



Blockchain In Academia

It is the most advanced, secure and decentralized 
technology to store the ever-living certificates 
providing secure and fast verification across the 
globe.

With the use of blockchain, we can enable 
transparent consortium network.

Blockchain can be used to store academic 
certificates and credentials 



Challenges

Lacks Proof of 
Provenance

Complex and 
Tedious Process

Greater Cost of 
Managing

Lacks Complete 
Digitization

Prone to Frauds & 
Forgeries

Traditionally issued 
certificates lack proof of 

provenance at speed.

Current process takes 
days to issue and verify 

the credentials

Issuance and Verification 
are still manually driven. 

Hence are stark costs

Records aren’t completely 
paperless and not ever 

living

Security loopholes makes 
the exiting certificates 

prone to Frauds



Solution

Digitize

Create Digital 
Proof of Evidence 
over Blockchain

Authorize

Cryptographicall
y signed and 

Smart Contract 
driven.

Optimize

Faster issuance 
and verification 

processes on 
decentralized 

leger.



Advantages

Digital Issuance 

Digitally issue, upload or use 
templates to create one.

Fast Verification

Quick validation and 
Verification with complete 
Provenance

Integrate

Easy API connectors to Integrate 
with Legacy applications

Secure Share

Smart Contract based secure 
permissioning and access 
control



Broadcast hashed  documents on 
Ethereum (Proof of Evidence)

Workflow

Issue and manage certificates via 
the  Hyperledger module

One time cost of  ever living record 
or evidence

Unlimited verification across the 
globe and entities in Real-Time

Hash Hash Hash Hash

Hash Hash Hash Hash

Pushing 
Proof of 

certificate

Blockchain

Certificate
Issuer

Certificate
Issuer

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Proof of 
Certificate

Public Blockchain

Storing generated hash

Certificate 
Metadata

View/Download /Print
Owner/ verifier

Owner/ verifier

Vi
ew

/ V
er

ify
 

Tr
an

sa
ct

io
n 

D
et

ai
ls



CAPEX

License Fee

One Time Implementation Fee

Integration with Legacy application

Customization

Deployment

Training – User and Technical

Annual Maintenance Fee 

Training

Audit Support

One-Time Implementation Fee

Integration with Legacy application

Customization

Deployment

Training – User and Technical

Per Certificate/Record Fee

Annual Maintenance Fee 

Training

Audit Support

Transaction Led

Business Model



Case Study - Insurance 



Insurance

Claims can automatically be 
settled for Parametric Insurance 
Products using Digital Platform 
powered with Blockchain and 
Smart Contracts. 

55%

39%

82%

85%The Value Chain

Blockchain in

Blockchain in 
Production

Teams

Crop Insurance
Claim settlement for Weather 

Based Crop Insurance

Use Cases

Motor Insurance
Claim settlement for motor 

insurance products

Health Insurance
Claim settlement for specific 

ailment health insurance products

Key Areas Impacted:

Reduce/Eliminate Human Errors Provide best in class support service

Enables Paperless Insurance Issuance 
and Claim settlement process

Improves Customer Satisfaction by 
reducing the role of customer in 
claim process



Challenges

Claim events 
are stored in 
different silos

Lack of Data 
availability and 

sharing

Manual Claim
Processing

Managing 
Activities like KYC, 
Fraud Check etc



Blockchain based Automated Claim Settlement solution

A policy can be tokenized that acts as programmable 
code and stored immutably on Blockchain

Customer Demographics, Claim Criteria, Medical 
professional etc

Since these properties are all linked to the Digital 
Passport and are not just mere stamps or images, 
they assist in the chain of verification.

So the claim criteria encoded in the Policy Smart 
Contract is matched with the real events to trigger 
claim.

The portfolio of tokenized policies can be reinsured 
with complete data and authenticity

Tokenization of Insurance Policy: 

Link & Assign Properties: 

Verification
: 

Automated Claim Settlement

Re-Insurance

API Layer to integrate with legacy applications and 
databases

Integration with Legacy Apps



Automated Claim 
Settlement Solution

The Smart Contract is coded to get 
executed autonomously, if 
specified condition(s) are met.

It minimize paper work by 
allowing the insured to upload 
the documents via apps.

A Smart Contract of the insurance 
agreement made between the 
insurer/third-party and the 
insured.

An insurer can drastically reduce 
operational cost involved in 
collecting & storing documents 
and processing claims

Policy 
Purchased 
Customer 
buys the 
policy. 

Smart 
Contract 
Enters into 
Smart 
Contracts, as 
per the T&C. 

Claim Filed 
File claim, 
uploads 
images of 
medical 
receipts via 
Mobile app 

Contract 
Execution 
Mobile App’s 
OCR function 
extracts 
information 
from medical 
receipts that 
is validated. 

Payout 
Processed 
Claims payout 
is triggered in 
customer’s 
bank account, 
on successful 
contract 
validation.

Every Information Getting Recorded on the 
Blockchain 



Crop Insurance

Weather based crop insurance can 
completely automate the claim settlement 
process.

It also helps the farmers and brokers to buy 
insurance policies seamlessly through 
mobile or web app without the need of 
submitting long proposal forms.

Third party weather data 
providers, for triggering Smart 
Contracts 

Smart Contracts for automated 
claim settlement 

Tokenize the policies so that 
policies can change hands in 
re-insurance domain with security 
and transparency

Apply via 
Mobile or Web 
App 
Applies for 
digital policy.

Smart Contract 
is made on the 
Blockchain 
based on 
Policy’s T&C 

Weather Data 
Smart Contract 
fetches data 
and executes 
based on Policy 
T&C

Contract 
Execution 
Policy smart 
contract 
executes the 
Payment 
Contract

Payout 
Processed 
Claims payout 
is triggered in 
customer’s 
bank account, 
on successful 
contract 
validation.

Every Information Getting Recorded on the 
Blockchain 

Policy 
Purchase

d 

Weather 
Data 

Inputs 

Customer clicks 
notification 

Claim 
Filed 



Motor Insurance

With blockchain,motor insurance can make 

the claim settlement possible on the spot 

based on pictures uploaded of the 

damaged vehicle via Mobile App.

Since more than 60% of the claims 
are under INR 20,000, deploying 
Insurra can drastically reduce effort 
and enhance efficiency

For the cases with claim amount 
less than INR 20,000, damage is 
external and visible on the body of 
the vehicle

Customer needs to do a self survey 
of the vehicle by uploading the 
damaged vehicle’s pictures along 
with the requisite claim documents

Self Survey
Customer 
upload pics of 
the damaged 
vehicle with 
claim 
documents

Recommendation 
Based on data 
analytics tools, the 
solution will suggest 
liability to the 
customer

Customers 
Approval
The customers 
needs to give 
his approval on 
the suggested 
claim amount

Payout Processed
After customer 
consent, claims will 
get approved and 
payment will get 
credited to 
customer’s bank 
account

Every Information Getting Recorded on the 
Blockchain 



Functional Architecture



Case Study - Trade Finance



Digital Transformation In Financial Services

Fintech InvestmentsIT Investment in Banking



Falling Short

• Legacy Infrastructure

• Slow Processes

• Intermediaries

• Audits



Falling Short Trade Finance

A bank payment obligation, or BPO, is a digital alternative provided by Swift. 
BPO uses automated data checking of standardized data sets, rather than stacks of paper.

MT 798 has been in place for eight years.. 
An authenticated message service to exchange trade data between companies and member banks of 

Swift,.

Limited Reach
as digitalized only a slice of the 

trade process

Too Bank Focused
Banks mainly invested in digital 

trade channels and back-office 

systems

Too many changes
Banks asked too many changes by 

companies to understand and 

accept a new risk playbook



Falling Short Trade Finance

01
Trade Finance Gap
is estimated at about $1.5 trillion as per ADB. This could reach $2.5 

trillion by 2025 according to the World Trade Organisation (WTO)

02
Paper Based & Manual
From the 34 days of shipment, 10 days were due to waiting for 

documents – Maersk Test 

03
Siloed & Disconnected Systems
There is not one platform where all the parties can connect among 

each other

04
Highly Risky & Costly
The absence of transparency results in a lack of trust and consequently 

a high-risk assessment and costs.

As per BCG report, the players create about 5000 data 
field transactions in a Single Transaction



Blockchain In Trade Finance
Trade finance represents the financial instruments and products that are used by companies to facilitate 

international trade and commerce.

Importers
Quickly distributed 
sources rather
in empowered.

Shipping and Logistics
Quickly distributed sources 
rather
in empowered.

Exporters
Quickly distributed 
sources rather
in empowered.

Participating Banks
Quickly distributed 
sources rather
in empowered.

Insurers
Quickly distributed 
sources rather
in empowered.

Customs/Regulatory Bodies
Quickly distributed sources rather
in empowered.



Trade Finance Current Process
The current process uses technology systems but they are siloed and disconnected

Importer Exporter

Order Goods

Provides 
Invoice

Financial 
Agreement

Importer
Bank

Correspondent
Bank

Exporter
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Exporter
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Trade Finance Pain Points
The current process uses technology systems but they are siloed and disconnected

Importer Exporter

Order Goods

Provides Invoice

Financial 
Agreement

Importer
Bank

Correspondent
Bank

Exporter
Bank

Exporter
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Trade Finance Blockchain Based
The Blockchain Ledger and Smart Contracts is creating a network with seamless sharing and transparency

Importer Exporter
Order Goods
Provides Invoice

Smart 
Contract

Importer
Bank

Exporter
Bank

Exporter Inspection
Company

Customs
Customs

Freight
Importer

Importer
Bank

Exporter
Bank

Initiate 
Shipment

Verified 
Goods

Product 
Shipped

In
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e 
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Country A Country B

Establish Payment Terms Deliver Goods Settle on Terms

Financial 
Agreement

Smart 
Contract

Verified 
Goods

Receive 
Goods

Financial
Agreeme
nt

Letter of 
Credit

Shipment
Initiated

Shipment
Received

Smart 
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Payment 
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BLOCKCHAIN DISRUPTING TRADE FINANCE
With Open, Decentralized, Secure and Trustless Network, Blockchain truly disrupts 

More trade financing made available

Faster financing decisions

Faster supply chain decisions

Transparency of steps and status

Accurate representation of each record

Faster turnaround times

Lower processing costs

Freed-up working capital



Case Study - Supply Chain Management



Customers are demanding greater trust, supply chain  transparency and auditability.

There are three types of business affected most by counterfeiting

Brand Retailers E-commerce 
Platforms

Impact of Counterfeiting

Loss of revenue, especially resale (10% of 
sales)
Loss of market share
Damage to brand
Lack of trust from consumers

Why Blockchain?

Allows brands to show path of a product from 
raw goods, to manufacturer, to distributor, to 
retailer, to  consumer and even then to the 
resale market



Supply chains
Intragroup reconciliations
Interorganizational reconciliations
Industry record-keeping

Blockchains in 
the financial 
w

orld  provide 
w

hat is called 
“digital  
continuity.”

Why Blockchain for 
Supply Chain ?

Distributed Marketplace

Small Infrastructure Digital Identity

Blockchains in the financial world  provide 
what is called “digital  continuity.”

In supply chain, most exchanges  bring 
together different parties that  have no 
reason to trust one  another.

Blockchains play a key role here and  can help 
eliminate duplicative and  error-prone 
transactions — helping  create a digital identity.



Blockchain can Provide a Solution

Technology for sharing
Information

… which allows for
multiple parties …

… whose entries are  
verified and, therefore,  

trusted …

… forming a public 
record visible to all

Structural  
features

What it 
means  for 

supply  chain … such as the origin and  
authenticity of goods…

... including 
manufacturers,  
customers, suppliers ...

... meaning customers 
can trust third parties ...

... so all parties have 
access  to data around 
a good …

Common
benefits

Decentralized Multiple writers
Trust through 
design and  
rules

Not deletable

Multiple owners Synchronized
 “real time”

Verified through
 mutual 

consensus

Chronological 
chain  of  
activity



Blockchain Opportunities across the Supply Chain Ecosystem

Planning and Forecasting

Demand forecasting and planning Procurement ecosystem
Carrier contract management

Manufacturing ecosystem

Carrier payment

Customer billing
Driver pay

Visibility

Control center
Vendor-managed inventory 

(stock-keeping unit)

Asset Management

Lease management

Insurance management
Maintenance management

Brokerage and freight forwarding  
(international trade)

Digital bill of lading (BOL)
Trade compliance

Procurement and manufacturing Supply chain financials

ConsumerRetailerDistributorManufacturerSupplierRaw 
materials

Execution and operations

C
ha
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f 
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gs

C
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 o

f 
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Supply Chain Tracking Solution Allows enterprises to more securely and 
transparently track physical goods as they 
move from one node to another in a supply 
chain.

Works on the concept of digitalising 
physical good by capturing and storing 
key elements of a physical asset in the 
form of Digital Passport.

Digital Passport is formed by the 
aggregation of information, added 
by many stakeholders, in each step 
of the Supply Chain

This information is agreed upon by 
all members of the Blockchain 
network.

Once there is an agreement, it 
becomes a permanent record that 
can’t be altered.

55%

82%

85%

56.1%

Information Set A

Producer

Information
 Set B

Sustainability 
Standards

Information Set C

Manufacturer

Certifications

Finished Goods

sofoChain
Digital 
Passport
Information Set 
A
Information Set 
B
Information Set 
C
Information Set 
D

Customer

Distributor, 
Retailer and 
Consumer

Blockchain, information getting stored and 
verified
Physical movement of goods

Information provided by Certifying Authorities, also a part of 
the Blockchain.

Information 
Set D



Supply Chain Tracking Solution 
Enables tracking and verification of good 
and eliminates fake or counterfeit 
goods/invoices in the supply chain by 
following means: 

Create Digital Passport of Physical Assets:
for the quantity and transfer of assets as they 
move between supply chain nodes, thus avoiding 
any fake or counterfeit products and verifying the 
chain of custody. 

Link & Assign Properties:
 like serial numbers, bar codes, color, 
quality, etc.

Verification:
Since these properties are all linked to the 
Digital Passport and are not just mere 
stamps or images, they assist in the 
chain of verification.

Eliminate Double Spending:
By tracking purchase orders, change orders, 
receipts, shipment notifications and other 
trade-related documents.

55%

82%

85%

56.1%

Information Set A
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Information
 Set B

Sustainability 
Standards

Information Set C

Manufacturer

Certifications

Finished Goods

sofoChain
Digital 
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A
Information Set 
B
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C
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Customer

Distributor, 
Retailer and 
Consumer

Blockchain, information getting stored and 
verified
Physical movement of goods

Information provided by Certifying Authorities, also a part of 
the Blockchain.

Information 
Set D

Track & Trace: 
So that the poor products can be traced 
back to various stages of the supply chain 
through which it has passed.



Case Study – Health Care



Challenges in Healthcare 

Lack of Individualized 
assessment and care

Fragmented Health
Services 

Lack of Patient Centricity (passive 
user) 

Limited Capabilities of 
Doctors

Security Risks to Patient 
Data 

Symptomatic Treatment

Lack of Transparency leading  
to:

High Cost and Efforts Slow progress in Medical Research

Individualized care can help 
better diagnosis, treatment & 
care for patients. It will also 
reduce side-effects of medicine 
and treatment.

Health data contained in legacy 
systems is siloed and difficult to 
share with others because of 
varying formats and standards

With patient mobility comes the 
need for information mobility. In 
order to be provided with the best 
care patients not only can but must 
have control over their own data.

Regulations and budgets limit 
doctor’s   capability to understands 
current physiology.
Suggested Treatment based on 
purely doctor’s memory and 
experience.

Individual not being control of 
their own data leads to
lack of privacy in commercial 
health data. e.g., Fitness tracker

Due to high healthcare fees and 
time consumption in diagnosis, 
symptomatic treatment has 
become very prominent.

Increasing Costs
Insurance Fraud
Record Tampering

Lack of collaboration in between 
various medical institutes results in 
redundant activities and wastage 
of funds. Thus, increasing cost 
through out the value chain

Lack of population wide medical 
data prevents researchers from 
making patterns in data and 
understanding the diseases. 



Blockchain Network In Healthcare
Clinical Trial Recruitment

1.Recruit patients for clinical Trials through automated smart 
contracts running over the Blockchain ledger while maintaining 
privacy.

New data points explosion like Wearables, 
Diagnostics, IoT etc.

1.Integration with EMR records for holistic picture and care

Health Insurance and Transparency
1.More transparency about patient data to Insurers for 
accurate assessment
2.Incentivize the patients for achieving health goals

Research on untreatable diseases and Disease 
Outbreak Detection

1.Detect epidemics and pandemic before time and contain 
them by running automated smart contracts which recognize 
patterns in decentralized EMR ledgers.
2.Assist in medical research such as cancer by creating 
patterns on individual patient attributes.
3.Use this data to run AI models.

Control over Data

1.Blockchain provides the user, being the owner of their 
own medical records, full access and control over their 
data
2.Option to share data with the ecosystem partners 
easily via mobile.
3.Audit log of all access to data

Better Diagnosis and Care

1.Run AI models on medical history of patients for 
easy diagnosis and better treatment suggestions.
2.Collate experiences from millions of patients to 
provide best treatment and care.

Medical Research via Collaboration

1.Allow institutes to collaborate on similar 
research via blockchain network.
2.Avoid redundant activities across institutes to 
optimize cost and better output.

Tokenized Medical Researches and Patents

1.Incentivize individuals and institutes to perform medical 
research by creating NFT of their patent and research.
2.The decentralized EMR provide automated suggestions 
to doctors based on the latest research patents 
available.
3.Usage of these techniques and medical research will 
yield tokens to creators.



Patient Data Flow



Seamless Data across all Stakeholders 



Automated 
Health 
Claims 
Adjudication



Health Organization Direct 
information to the Blockchain 

Transactions are Completed & 
Uniquely Identified

Health Organization and 
Institutions Can Directly 
Query the Blockchain 

Patients Can Share Their 
Identity with Health 
Organizations

● Health Organizations provide 
services to patients

● Clinical Data is Tracked in 
existing Health IT Systems

● Standard Data Fields and a 
Patient’s Public ID are 
Redirected to the Blockchain 
Via APIs

● Each Transaction is stored on the 
Blockchain Containing the 
Patient’s Public (Non-identifiable) 
ID

● Smart Contract Processes 
Incoming Transactions

● The Patient’s Private Key Links their 
Identity to Blockchain Data

● The Private Key can be shared 
with New Health Organizations

● With the Key Organizations Can 
then Uncover the Patient’s Data

● Data Remains Non-identifiable to 
those without the Key 

Conceptual Blockchain Health Care Ecosystem

● Health Organizations and 
Institution Submit their Queries Via 
APIs

● Non-Identifiable Patient 
Information (e.g. age, gender, 
illness) is Viewable

● Data can be Analyzed to uncover 
New Insights





Case Study – P2P Power Trading



The Problem

Energy Deficit Centralized Transparency Cost & Quality Disputes

Resources are priceless 
and Power generation is 
still not enough to meet 

the needs

Regulated  though but the 
ecosystem is controlled 
by certain stakeholders 

only

A Peer to Peer system 
operating upon 

transactions requires trust 
between participants

How to ensure efficient 
supply of electricity in 

terms of cost and quality 
through local generation

Payments and 
transactions aren’t near 

real-time and data in silos 
is prone to disputes



Solution

Decentralize

Every bit of unit 
counts 

meaningfully in 
respect of 

energy sharing

Authorize

Equal 
participation & 

federated 
network to 

ensure trust and  
transparency

Monetize

Blockchain 
based wallets to 
allow near Real 

Time settlements 
without disputes

Smart Contract driven peer to peer power trading platform 
independent of the physical flow of power, a near real time 
token-based settlements between producers, discom and 

consumers
Peer-to-peer 
transaction in a secured 
and reliable way with 
proper accounting and 
billing mechanism.



Architecture
A high level system architecture



Functional Workflow

Excess amount of units to be captured and recorded with timestamp on to the Blockchain based ledger.

All the Prosumer will be queued up in the Ledger state for the settlement to happen at a later stage.

Every unit entry in the queue is allowed to be stored up to maximum of 30 minutes. Post 30 minutes the units 
retained will be considered sold to DISCOM and appropriate token settlement will take place.

Ledger having all the records of unit production and based upon consumption by each consumer the token 
settlements will be done.

The settlement will be as per following parameters:
Units Registered once produced.
Time when units were registered.
Cost of units set by prosumers.
Upper limit of the cost being set by consumer.
The units which are consumed.



Transaction 
Workflow
DISCOM incentive on every Buy/Sell 
transaction.

Token will only be transferred to Smart 
Contract at the time of consumption and 
settled to prosumers by a decided 
formula.

Parameters which are to be considered:
Units Registered once produced.
Time when units were registered.
Cost of units set by prosumers.
Upper limit of the cost being set by 
consumer.
The units which are consumed.

All the transactions will be registered over 
Blockchain.



Blockchain Architecture



Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading 

Peer to Peer 
transaction:

All transactions were 
stored on a network 
of nodes consisting of 
nodes of the provider 
and customer 
participating in a 
transaction, as well as 
of the nodes of many 
other network 
participants. 

• To understand times of excess energy 
generation and the quantum in the 
region.

• Technical feasibility of using 
Blockchain for peer to peer energy 
transactions and the optimum model

• Financial viability of performing 
peer-to-peer energy transactions 
using fixed pricing model

• To develop optimum settlement 
mechanism using blockchain.

• Promotes Solar roof-top based local 
generation.

• Promotes multi-directional trade of 
electricity in same geographic region to 
minimize T&D loss for conveyance of 
electricity.

• An opportunity for decentralization of 
power.

• Allow subscribers to choose their 
source of energy supply at a better 
price from a cleaner fuel

• Promotes competition in energy trading

• Reduce cost of electricity to the 
consumer by local generation

• POC Objectives • Benefits



Zeeve is one of the leading 
innovator in the Blockchain space. 
Our full-stack Blockchain Platforms 
and Products help developers build 
next-generation networks and 
enable enterprises to launch more 
powerful Web3 distributed 
infrastructure and applications.

5+
Years of Blockchain 
Experience

75+
Technology &
Subject Matter Experts

Trusted by the World’s 
Leading Organizations Blockchain

4+
White labelled and on-premise 
deployments 

30+
Blockchain Production 
Deployments

25+
Ready Blockchain Products, 
Extensions and Plugins

10,000+
Zeeve BaaS Platform 
Users



Early Traction
Zeeve BaaS Platform is trusted by 10,000+ developers and 25+ Enterprises and Blockchain Consortiums

Early Traction & 
Customers



Partners & Associations
Zeeve has partnered with the key organizations across the world…

HyperLedger 
Foundation

Linux 
Foundation Microsoft EEA R3 Corda Fluree

Writers 
Information Intel DragonChain ValidDeloitte

Blockchain 
Development and 

Consulting
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